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Wild Bible 
Adventures
Try to convince Pharaoh to let
God’s people go, and watch as
God protects the Israelites when
he sends 10 scary plagues on
Egypt.

Sing & Play Roar
· Learn the Day 2 Bible Point

and key verse, and meet Bible
Memory Buddy Hooper.

· Sing Roar songs.
· Watch as Irving helps the

leader, who’s afraid of one
of the many creatures on
the savanna.

KidVid™ Cinema
Honest gets to hunt at night
with his father—which is
a little fun but can also be
scary. He remembers God’s
goodness, even when he’s
afraid.

Imagination 
Station
It can be a little scary waiting
for the Hungry Hoopoe to fly.
But kids can remember that
when they’re scared, God is
always with them.

Safari 
Celebration
Watch Irving give the
leader the courage to try
something brave.

Savanna ScareStampede!Toppling Tubes

At Roar VBS, the daily Bible Point is carefully integrated into 
each station’s activities for unforgettable Bible learning. See 

how your station reinforces today’s Bible Point.

Hungry 
Herd Café
Mystery Mash

Stampede
Sports

When life is scary…
God is good!Day 2

Bible Story: God sends plagues on Egypt. (Exodus 7:14–12:32)

Key Verse: “ Even when I walk through the darkest valley, I will not be afraid, for

you are close beside me.” (Psalm 23:4)

Consider This… 
•  God’s displays of power—plagues and

miraculous signs—didn’t just make
life miserable for the Egyptians. These
demonstrations also countered symbols of
power in Egyptian culture. Some scholars
suggest that God targeted things such as
frogs, cows, and the sun to display God’s
power over Egyptian gods that often had
similar physical manifestations.

•  Scripture is unclear whether the Israelites
suffered the plagues along with the
Egyptians. Exodus specifically states that
God spared his people from the plagues of
livestock, hail, and darkness, and he gave
the Israelites instructions for how to prepare
themselves and their homes for Passover. It is evident that the Israelites saw firsthand the
frightening and awesome power of God’s signs against Egypt.

•  A plague of locusts would devastate an agricultural community, when you consider that a
locust can eat its weight each day! Locust swarms are formidable, and even one square mile
of a swarm can contain more than 100 million hungry insects!

•  In a bit of prophetic foreshadowing, the spotless lamb (or kid) took the place of the firstborn
son, protecting him from the plague of death. Similarly, Jesus became our spotless lamb,
sacrificing his life and allowing his blood to be shed for our protection and life.

Why It Matters…
The children at your VBS may not face plagues of hail, darkness, or frogs, but they do live in 
a world of scary news headlines, hopeless environmental predictions, and even frightening 
nightmares. These fears can seem like plagues that overwhelm kids, blocking out the truth 
that God is still good. Some kids may wonder if God is even present when life gets scary. 
Today you’ll explore what kids are really afraid of and have the opportunity to reassure 
them that when we’re plagued by fear, our good God is still present and in control.

When life is scary…God is good!

Day 2

Bible Point:



Supplies You’ll Need 
Every Day… 
• Talk-Starter Safari Strips* 
(1 per person)
• Imagination Station Poster 
Pack*

• Woven Reed Plastic 
Backdrop* or other African 
decor
• Wooden Plastic Table Cover*
• wooden crates
• camp cot
• table
• resealable gallon-size plastic 
bags
• pens or colorful fine-tip 
markers (at least 5 per Crew 
per rotation)
• glue sticks (1 per person per 
rotation)
• straw (1 per kid)
• large sheets of black poster 
board (2 sheets per Crew per 
rotation, plus extras)
• laminating supplies for 
poster board (optional)
• large, colorful plastic bowls
to hold supplies (1 per Crew 
per rotation)
• 1 or more helpers (2 would be 
great!)
• Theme music and CD player 
or other way to play music

Prepare

• Before you begin, decorate your room to look like an African 
animal research station. Cover the walls with Woven Reed 
Plastic Backdrops or other African decor. Hang the unnumbered 
Imagination Station decorating posters around the room. 
Place a few wooden crates here and there, and add a camp 
cot in a corner.

• Place a table along a wall of your room. Cover the table with a 
Wooden Plastic Table Cover. You can place the day's supplies on the 
table for easy access and store the rest of the supplies under the table.

• Create a bowl of supplies for each crew. You can restock the bowls 
between rotations.

You’ll start each day at Imagination Station with a fun talk-
starter question to help kids get to know each other. Plus it’s 
a great way for kids to express themselves! Kids will “vote” by 
waving a Safari Strip in the air to show which answer they 
choose. Then kids will use the Safari Strip to make a paper bead. 
By the end of the week, kids will have made enough beads to 
create a Safari Strip Wristband to wear home! 
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Supplies 
• Hungry

Hoopoes* (1
per crew,
plus 1 for you)

• Safari Strips* (1
per person)

• Day 2 Talk-Starter Poster 
from Imagination Station 
Poster Pack*

• Crews’ bead bags (small gift 
bags)

• paper bead handout
• small bucket
• bubble solution
• turkey baster
• paper towels

• colored craft sticks (10 per
Crew in your largest rotation,
plus 10 for you)

• rubber bands (4 per Crew in 
your largest rotation, plus 4 
for you)

• plastic water bottle lids (1 per
Crew in your largest rotation,
plus 1 for you)

• Glue Dots*
• basket of pens or markers (1 per 

Crew)
• small colored pompoms

(about 12 per Crew per 
rotation)

• Blank pieces of paper (1 per kid)

Day 2Day 2
Get Ready

 • Hang the Day 2 Talk-Starter Poster on the wall at kids’ eye
level. (You’ll hang another Talk-Starter Poster each day.)

• Make a craft-stick catapult for each Crew in your largest
rotation. Also make one for yourself to use for demonstration
and an extra in case one breaks. For each catapult, follow
these simple directions:
1. Rubber-band two craft sticks together at one end.

Set aside.

2. Stack eight crafts sticks, and rubber-band them together
at both ends.

3. Slide the stack of eight craft sticks between the two craft
sticks.

4. Crisscross the last rubber band to secure all the craft sticks
together.

5. Use a Glue Dot to attach a plastic lid to the end of the
catapult, as shown.

• Pour bubble solution into a small bucket. Have a turkey
baster and paper towels handy.

• Prepare supplies for kids to make paper beads

Got Imagination?
Have music playing in your room as kids arrive. Greet kids 
enthusiastically as they enter your Imagination Station. Then 
have Crews sit in knee-to-knee circles on the floor.
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Say: Welcome to Imagination Station! I’m excited you’re 
here! I can’t wait to see what amazing things we’ll 
discover today. It’s going to be so much fun! To 
start our time together, I have a question for you.

Ask:

Did you bring your imagination?

Oh no! Some of you forgot! I was scared that might 
happen. In fact, I was talking to my friend Hooper 
about that. Have you met Hooper the hoopoe bird? 
He told me that when he’s scared, he makes a 
sticky, stinky solution to protect himself. So I asked 
him if he’d make some for us. And look! Hold up your 
bucket of bubble solution and turkey baster. Sniff the 
bucket and pretend it smells nasty.

Eew! This doesn’t smell very good, but it should protect 
us from boring, no-imagination thoughts! Run around the 
room, dripping solution on kids. Have your helper run after you, 
dabbing kids with paper towels. Then put those supplies out 
of sight.

There! I think we’re ready to move on!
Save the bubble solution—you’ll use it again on Day 4.

Answer Talk-Starter Question
Point to the Day 2 Talk-Starter Poster. 

Say: "Now it’s time for today’s special talk-starter question! To start 
Imagination Station each day, I’ll ask you a talk-starter question, and you can choose one of two answers. 
You’ll vote by waving your Safari Strip in the air for the answer you choose." Hold up a Safari Strip and wave 
it in the air. Then give each Crew enough Safari Strips for each person to have one. "After you vote, I’ll show 
you how to make a paper bead with your Safari Strip. Did you know that women in parts of Africa, like 
Uganda, make paper beads to sell so they can support themselves and their families? It’s true! This week 
you’ll get to make a different paper bead each day. By the end of the week, you’ll have enough beads to make 
a wristband to take home!" 

Okay, let’s get to our question. Point to the Day 2 Talk-Starter Poster. As you know, today’s Bible Memory 
Buddy is a hoopoe bird. The way the hoopoe bird flies looks a lot like something else that flies. Ask:

How does a hoopoe bird fly? Does it fly like an eagle…or 
a butterfly? 

If you think a hoopoe bird flies like an eagle, wave your Safari Strip in the air. Pause as some kids wave 
their Safari Strips in the air. If you think it flies like a butterfly, wave your Safari Strip in the air. Pause as 
other kids wave their Safari Strips in the air.

Thanks for using your Safari Strips to vote! A hoopoe bird actually looks like a butterfly when it flies. 
Imagine that! Now let’s use our Safari Strips to make paper beads! 
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We found using black 
poster board worked 
best and wished we had 
thought to laminate it. The 
poster board gets used 
and abused! Ours looked 
so rough that we had to 
switch them out on Day 2 
and again on Day 4.

FIELD TEST FINDING FIELD TEST FINDING 
Make Paper Beads

Give each Crew two sheets of black poster board to place side 
by side in the center of the Crew circle. (The poster board will 
protect the floor or work space from glue.) Also give each Crew 
a large bowl containing a copy of the “Making Paper Beads” 
handout, plus one of each of the following for each person: 
straws, glue sticks, resealable gallon-size plastic bags, and 
pens.

Lead kids in the following steps. Have Crew Leaders help 
as needed.
1. Choose which pattern you like on your Safari Strip, and lay

that side facedown.

2. Have the pointy end face away from you.

3. Place a straw across the wide end.

4. Starting at the straw, rub glue on the Safari Strip. (You can
add more as you go.)

5. Slowly roll up the strip around the straw, up to the point.

6. Leave the rolled-paper bead on the straw to completely dry.

Walk around the room, offering help as needed. Remind kids 
they can add more glue to the strip as they roll, if necessary. 
Encourage kids not to dawdle, because there’s more fun coming 
up next at Imagination Station!

As kids are working, give each Crew Leader a gift bag for a 
“bead bag.”

When kids have finished making the beads, say: Your paper 
beads look great! I can’t wait for you to use them at the end 
of the week! Have each child carefully place his or her straw 
and bead inside a resealable gallon-size plastic bag. Have kids 
use pens to write their names or initials on the bags. Have 
Crew Leaders write their Crew numbers or grade and name on 
the bead bags and then place kids’ plastic bags inside. 

Have your helper collect the bead bags and supplies. Carefully 
place the bead bags in a safe place where they won’t be 
disturbed until tomorrow.

After a few minutes of 
bead making, give two-
minute, one-minute, and 
30-second warnings to
encourage kids to finish up.
As the week goes on, kids
will get better and faster at
making the beads.

PAWS HERE!

Our amazing decorator 
placed a camp cot in 
our room as a prop, and 
it turned out to be the 
perfect spot to store the 
gift bags. Double duty! 

FIELD TEST FINDING FIELD TEST FINDING 
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Discuss Energy
Say: Nice job on your beads! I can’t wait to see the finished product 

later this week! But today we’re learning that when life is 
scary…God is good!
You know, I think everyone gets scared at times. I know I do. 
And sometimes the worst part of being scared is waiting for 
something we’re scared of—waiting for a hard test, waiting 
for a doctor visit, or even just waiting because you’re scared 
something bad is going to happen. Being scared can take a lot 
of energy!
Hey! That reminds me of today’s Sciency-Fun Gizmo because 
it uses energy! We’ll get to that soon. But first let’s explore 
energy. There’s potential energy, where an object is storing 
energy by not moving. Then when the object moves, the 
energy changes from potential to kinetic energy. 

Cooler-Than-Cool Catapults
Say: Have you ever heard of a catapult? A catapult launches things 

into the air, like this! Hold up one of the catapults you made 
earlier. This is my Cooler-Than-Cool Catapult. Let’s see what it 
can do! Hold up a pompom. Then place the pompom in the cap 
on the catapult, ready to launch. This pompom is just sitting, 
full of potential energy. But when I launch it, the energy will 
change to kinetic, I hope. But I’m scared my catapult won’t 
work! What if it doesn’t work? This is making me nervous. I 
should have tested it. I’m scared to try. I don’t want to mess up 
in front of you. If I mess up and the catapult doesn’t work, will 
you please be kind to me? I’m really scared right now. Pause as 
kids encourage you.
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But wait! Today we’re learning that when life is 
scary…God is good! That means God will be with
me no matter what happens! So here goes!
Use the catapult to launch the pompom. Yay! It 
worked! I didn’t need to be scared. Now would you 
like to try?
Give each Crew a catapult, plus a handful of 
pompoms (at least one per person). Have Crews 
each turn so they’re facing a wall. Explain that 
catapults need to stay on the floor during launching. 
Crew members can each take a turn launching a 
pompom at a wall. Let kids experiment for a couple 
of minutes. Kids who aren’t launching can cheer 
their Crew members on and make hand targets for 
the pompoms. After a couple of minutes, call time 
and collect the catapults and pompoms.

That wasn’t scary at all! God is so good! Now I 
want to show you today’s fun gizmo. 

Hungry Hoopoes
Hold up your Hungry Hoopoe. Say: This, my friends, is a Hungry 
Hoopoe! Right now this bird looks pretty innocent, doesn’t it? 
But watch…and wait.
Lay a Hungry Hoopoe on a table or floor, and gently press it 
almost flat. Then remove your hand and wait for it to pop up. 



Ask:

Wow! What just happened? Let kids call out ideas.

The Hungry Hoopoe had lots of potential energy while it 
was just sitting. But that changed to kinetic energy when it 
popped! Pretty cool! Now it’s your turn! Give each Crew one 
Hungry Hoopoe.  Lead Crews in the following directions.

1. Give enough time for each kid in the Crew to lay the Hungry
Hoopoe on the floor, using one hand to gently press it almost
flat.

2. Have kids remove their hands and lean back so their heads
aren’t directly over the birds.

3. Then wait…and wait…and…watch it pop!

Let kids play for a minute or so, then gain kids’ attention.

Ask:
 What was it like waiting for your Hungry Hoopoe to fly 
into the air? How did you feel while you waited? Let kids 
call out answers.

That’s exactly how I felt! It was a little scary to wait because I 
knew it was going to pop! But today we’re learning that when 
life is scary…God is good! So let’s get rid of some of our
fears. We’ll feed them to our Hungry Hoopoes!

Hungry Hoopoes
Distribute a basket of pens or markers and a blank piece of paper for 
every child to each Crew.
On this piece of paper, we're going to write down some fearsome 
food to feed to your Hungry Hoopoes. Wow, that was a 
mouthful! Speaking of a mouthful, after we write down some of 
our fears, we're going to tear off pieces of our paper and feed them to 
our Hungry Hoopoes. Give kids time to write down some things that 
they are afraid of.
Look at some of the fearsome fears you wrote down! Which of 
the fears are you most scared of? When I count to three, yell it 
out. Ready? 1, 2, 3! Pause to let kids answer. 
Now let’s get rid of those fears! Let’s feed them to your 
Hungry Hoopoes! Gently press your Hungry Hoopoe almost 
flat. Then hold a fear strip above the Hoopoe. See if it can bite the 

fear when it pops. As soon as your Hungry Hoopoe flies into 
the air, shout “God is good!”
Let kids feed their fears to their Hungry Hoopoes. When you 
have about five minutes left, give a warning to urge kids to 
wrap up play. 
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Making Paper Beads
1.  Choose which pattern you like on your Safari

Strip and lay that side facedown.

2. Have the pointy end face away from you.

3. Place a straw across the wide end.

4.  Starting just above the straw, rub glue on the
Safari Strip. (You can add more as you go.)

5.  Slowly roll up the strip around the straw, up
to the point.

6.  Leave the rolled-paper bead on the straw to
completely dry.

Gl
ue

 st
ic

k
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Bible Story: The Israelites enter the wilderness. (Exodus 14–17)

Key Verse: “ Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good! His faithful love
endures forever.” (Psalm 106:1)

Consider This… 
•  The Israelites had barely stepped one toe

out of Egypt before they began worrying
and wishing to return to the way things
were…even when those ways included brutal
slavery. In Exodus 14:11-12, God’s people
make it sound as if Moses forced them out
of Egypt: “What have you done to us? Why
did you make us leave Egypt?”

•  Prior to leaving Egypt, the Israelites would
likely have not “seen” God’s presence. Once
they began their exodus, God appeared as a
visible pillar of cloud. The Israelites saw this
as a pillar of light, and the Egyptians saw it
as a pillar of darkness.

•  Scientists estimate that a person can go
about a week without water, although that depends on the surrounding temperature
and the age and health of the person. The Israelites walked for three days without water, only
to arrive at an unusable water source.

•  Nothing on earth exactly replicates all the descriptions of manna. The Bible describes it as
“grain of heaven” or “corn of heaven,” and some scholars think it sounds similar to liquid found
on tamarisk trees or hammada plants. However, neither of these plants is available year-
round.

Why It Matters…
There’s no doubt about it—change is hard. When kids have to change schools, they likely 
long for the familiarity and routine of their old school. Sometimes friendships change and 
kids miss the easy laughter with a longtime buddy. And sometimes divorce causes home 
life to change, making kids wish they could return to life the way it was. How wonderful, 
then, that God’s Word is filled with promises and examples of God’s everlasting, enduring 
faithfulness. Today encourage kids that God’s goodness never changes! God is faithfully 
beside us, pouring out his love and strength every day.

When life changes…God is good!

Day 3

Bible Point:
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Supplies 
• Magic scratch art kits (1 per 

kid)
• Safari Strips* 

(1 per person)
• hand-clapper toy or 

other noisemaker
• Day 3 Talk-Starter 

Poster from Imagination 
Station Poster Pack*

• Crews’ bead bags
• Supplies for kids to make more 

beads

Day 3Day 3
Get Ready

• Make a sample Magic Scratch art piece that says "When Life 
Changes - God Is Good!"  for each Crew in your largest rotation. 

• Hang the Day 3 Talk-Starter Poster on the wall at kids’
eye level.

• Be sure to have the supplies for bead making ready for distribution.
• Be ready to play theme music as kids enter the room.

Got Imagination?
Greet kids enthusiastically as they enter your Imagination 
Station. Then have Crews sit in knee-to-knee circles on the floor.

Say: Welcome to Imagination Station! I’m so glad to see you! I can’t 
even imagine all the discoveries we’ll make today! But you 
know what comes first, right? I have to ask!

Ask:

Did you bring your imagination today?

Uh-oh! Looks like some of you forgot again. And we’re going 
to need a bunch of imagination today. That’s why I had a chat 
with my friend Marge. Have you met Marge, the Cape buffalo? 
Well, Marge told me that Cape buffaloes sometimes hang out 
in huge groups—sometimes a herd can have as many as 2,000 
buffaloes! And you can just imagine what happens when that 
many Cape buffaloes take off running! Shake the hand clapper. 
It’s a stampede! 
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We need a stampede of imagination today! So everyone hop 
up and help me out! Stomp your hooves as loudly as you can! 
Run around the room shaking the hand clapper as kids stomp 
their feet as loudly as possible for about 30 seconds. Then have 
everyone sit again.

Whew! That was some stampede! Now that we have extra 
imagination, we can move on!

Answer Talk-Starter Question
Point to the Day 3 Talk-Starter Poster. 

Say: It’s time for today’s special talk-starter question! That means 
you need your Safari Strips so you can vote! Distribute Safari 
Strips to each Crew, and have kids each pick one up.

Okay, here’s our question. As you know, today’s Bible Memory 
Buddy is a Cape buffalo. Here’s an interesting fact: Cape 
buffaloes can hold grudges for a long time, and sometimes 
they even seek revenge. They’ve actually been known to 
attack certain lions and people who have harmed them, years 
after the events occurred! So to hide from an angry Cape 
buffalo, you’ll need a disguise. Ask:

Would you wear a funny nose…or a lion costume? 

If you you’d wear a funny nose, wave your Safari Strip in the air. 
Pause. If you’d wear a lion costume, wave your Safari Strip in 
the air. Pause.

Thanks for voting! There’s no right or wrong answer to today’s 
question, so you’re all correct. Imagine that! Now you can use 
your Safari Strip to make another paper bead.

Make Paper Beads
Have Crew Leaders retrieve their Crews’ bead bags. 
Then give each Crew two sheets of black poster board 
(preferably laminated). Also give each Crew a supply of 
glue sticks, plus a “Making Paper Beads” handout if you 
think kids will need it. 

Lead kids in the steps on the “Making Paper Beads” 
handout. Have Crew Leaders help as needed. 

Have kids place their straws and beads in their small 
baggies. Have Crew Leaders collect the baggies 
and place them in the Crews’ bead bags. Collect the 
bead bags, and place them aside in a safe place until 
tomorrow.

Say: Your paper beads are really looking good! It’ll be 
fun to use them at the end of the week. Right now, 
though, it’s time for today’s Sciency-Fun Gizmo! 
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Introduce Magic Scratch Art! 
Say: Today we’re learning that when life changes…God is g

 
ood! 

But change can be hard—like when your parents decide to
move and you have to change schools. Maybe even change 
friends. You might have to learn a whole new address. Change 
can be confusing! And sometimes even our perspectives—the 
way we see or think about things—can change too. Life is full 
of changes!

You know, all this talk about change makes me think of 
today’s Sciency-Fun Gizmo. Hold up a finished Magic Scratch Art 
page. Say hello to my Magic Scratch Art!  And in just a minute, 
you’ll get to make your own. 

Show kids a blank sheet of the Magic Scratch Art and explain how when 
you scratch across the black surface, the surafce changes! How did 
that happen! That’s amazing! 

I’m going to use my Magic Scratch Art to remember that when 
life changes…God is good! You can too!

Give Crews enough Magic Scratch Art Kits so everyone can 
have one. As kids are working, ask them to talk with their Crew Leaders 
about some times when they've had to go through big changes. Ask Crew 
Leaders to also give examples from their own life to share with the kids. 
Close out your time with prayer for the kids to know and understand 
that  when life changes…God is g

 
ood!
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Bible Story: Jesus dies and comes back to life. (John 16–21)

Key Verse: “The Lord is close to the brokenhearted.” (Psalm 34:18)

Consider This… 
•  There’s interesting symbolism to Jesus carrying his own cross

outside the city. In Genesis 22, Isaac carried the wood that
Abraham would use to sacrifice Isaac…until God provided the ram
as a sacrifice. And Leviticus 16 commands the priests to take the
sin offering outside the camp or city. Jesus—the Lamb of God—
became our sin offering!

•  Roman soldiers usually crucified only non-citizens, lower-class
citizens, or those accused of high treason or desertion (in wartime).
The accused died a shameful, disgraceful, and agonizing death.

•  Continuing the shame and disgrace of crucifixion, soldiers usually
tossed the body of the crucified person into a pit. And Jesus, being
penniless, didn’t have the money to pay for a formal burial. Yet
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus—both members of the
Sanhedrin—stepped in. They took Jesus’ body and prepared it for
burial themselves.

•  Scholars estimate that a typical stone that was rolled over the
opening of a tomb cave weighed anywhere from 1 to 3 tons!

•  Although we usually think of angels with halos and wings, most
times angels appear in the Bible, people describe them as looking
like men. When Mary saw two angels near the tomb, she didn’t
even realize they were angels!

Why It Matters…
On the surface, it may seem odd that we call Good Friday “good.” Yet without Jesus’ death, 
there would be no payment for sin. And there wouldn’t have been the triumphant, joyful 
resurrection! 

Kids—and adults—find it hard to imagine anything good in the midst of sad times. What 
good can come from a loved one dying? How can a child find any good in a bully? And what’s 
so good about being left out or alone? God never promises that this life will be pain-free. But 
he does promise to be near when we’re hurting. And, more important, he showed that there’s 
always hope—always joy—to come. Use today’s experiences to give kids the strength to rely 
on God’s power in sadness and to look forward to the time “He will wipe every tear from their 
eyes” (Revelation 21:4).

When life is sad…God is good!
Bible Point:

Day 4
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Supplies 
• Optichrome

Kits* (1 per 
person, plus 1
for you)

• Wax Craft Sticks* 
(5 per person)

• Day 4 Talk-Starter Poster 
from Imagination Station 
Poster Pack*

• Safari Strips (1 per person)
• metal cookie sheets (several 

per Crew per rotation)
(optional)

•  bubble solution and wand
• index cards (1 per Crew per 

rotation, plus 1 for you)
• black permanent marker

 • colorful fine-tip markers
 • clear drinking glasses (at

least 16-ounce) (1 per Crew
per rotation, plus 1 for you)

 • bottles or pitchers of water
 • foam plates (1 per Crew per 

rotation, plus a few extras)
 • mini Glue Dots* (optional)

Day 4Day 4
Get Ready

• Hang the Day 4 Talk-Starter Poster on the wall at kids’ eye 
level near the other Talk-Starter Posters.

• Decorate your own Optichrome as a sample. Use colorful 
markers to design a pattern on the blank side of the yellow 
and black disk. Then press Wax Craft Sticks into the grooves 
on the underside of your Optichrome to make another 
colorful pattern.

• Use a black permanent marker to draw a horizontal arrow on 
each index card.

• Fill a clear drinking glass with water to use for your 
demonstration. Have bottles or pitchers of water handy to fill 
a glass for each Crew.

• Practice the Optical Arrow experiment.
• Have bubble solution and a wand handy.

Got Imagination?
Greet kids enthusiastically as they enter your Imagination 
Station. Then have Crews sit in knee-to-knee circles on the floor.

Say: Welcome to Imagination Station! I’m so happy you’re here! 
I can only imagine what we’ll discover together today! But 
first you know I have to ask.

Ask:

Did you bring your imagination today? Pause. 

I don’t know…your brains look a little dried out to me. But I 
have an idea! Today’s Bible Memory Buddy is a lion named 
Zion. Hey, a rhyme! I love rhymes! Anyway, Zion said that 
when he and his lion friends show up at a water hole, other 
animals run away! All that running must make the water 
churn and bubble. Let’s get your brains bubbling! Move 
around the room with your bubbles and wand and blow lots of 
bubbles over kids’ heads.
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Answer Talk-Starter Question
Say: That’s better! I think your imaginations are bubbling now! 

So let’s get to today’s talk-starter question! That means you 
need a Safari Strip so you can vote! Distribute Safari Strips to 
each Crew, and have kids each hold one.

Point to the Day 4 Talk-Starter Poster. Okay, here’s today’s 
question. You probably know that people can be identified 
by their fingerprints. But did you know that scientists can 
identify individual lions, too? Not by fingerprints, obviously. 
Ask:

How can you identify lions? By the pads on their paws…or 
the pattern of their whiskers? 

If you think lions can be identified by the pads on their paws, 
wave your Safari Strip in the air. Pause. If you think lions can 
be identified by the pattern of their whiskers, wave your Safari 
Strip in the air. Pause. 

Thanks for voting! Lions can actually be identified by the 
pattern of their whiskers. Imagine that! Now you can use your 
Safari Strip to make another bead.

Make Paper Beads
Have Crew Leaders retrieve their Crews’ bead bags. Give each 
Crew two sheets of black poster board (preferably laminated). 
Also give each Crew a supply of glue sticks, and a “Making 
Paper Beads” handout if you think they’ll need it. 

Say: Before you make today’s new bead, I have a tip for you. 
Gently slide your first beads off the straw and put them in 
your baggie. That way you’ll have more room to make 
beads today and tomorrow.

Give kids a short time to each make a new bead. Then have 
kids place their straws and beads in their baggies. Have Crew 
Leader collect the baggies and place them in the Crews’ bead 
bags. Collect the bead bags, and place them aside in a safe 
place until tomorrow.

I love how your beads are looking! I can’t wait to finish them 
tomorrow. But right now, let’s explore with our imaginations! 
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Optical Arrow
Say: Today we’re discovering that when life is sad…God 

is good! I’ll admit it—sometimes I get sad. I think it
happens to everyone. It seems to be a part of life. But 
even when we’re sad, we can remember how good God 
is and how much he loves us. And remembering God’s 
goodness can change how we see things. God can 
help us look at life differently, even when sad things 
happen. I’ll show you what I mean. Let’s look at how 
we look at things!

Hold up an index card with an arrow drawn on it.

What I have here is a card with a simple arrow drawn 
on it. To me, it’s clear which way the arrow is pointing. 
Would you agree? Pause as kids respond. Now watch this! Place 
the glass filled with water on a table where kids can see it. Place 
the index card behind the glass. Slowly move the card back from 
the glass. As you do, the arrow will appear to switch directions.

That’s really cool! It looks like the arrow reversed direction! In 
case you couldn’t see it clearly, you can try it too! Give each 
Crew an index card with an arrow, a clear drinking glass, a foam 
plate, and some water. Have Crew Leaders place the glass on 
the plate and then fill it with water.

Okay, gather in front of your Crew’s glass of water. Crew 
Leaders, hold the index cards behind the glass, then move 
them back slowly. What happens? Pause as Crews experiment.

As the card is moved back, it looks like the arrow reverses 
direction! That’s because light is refracting as it moves through 
the air, the glass, and the water. I like the science behind this 
experiment, but what I like even better is what it can remind 
me spiritually. Just as the arrow seems to turn directions, 
God can turn my sad to glad! He can help me remember his 
goodness and love, and that can help me see sad times in a 
new light. Remember, when life is sad…God is good!

Introduce the Optichrome 
Say: Now it’s time for today’s Sciency-Fun Gizmo. Hold up a 

prepared Optichrome. This is called an Optichrome. It may 
look like an ordinary top, but you’ll see that it’s much more 
than that! Here’s what I mean. Point to the black part of the 
disk. See this black on the disk? The black reminds me of 
sadness. When we’re sad, life looks dark and dreary. But we 
know that when life is sad…God is good! When you spin
the Optichrome, something amazing happens. The darkness 
fades and new colors appear! You’ll see for yourself in just 
a minute.
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Every time you play with your Optichrome, you can remember 
that things aren’t always what they seem. God is so good that 
he sent Jesus to take the punishment for the wrong things 
we do. And yes, that was a really sad day. But God made 
something wonderful and good come out of that sadness! 
Because Jesus died and came back to life, we can live with him 
forever! Just remember, when life is sad…God is good! 

Play With Optichromes
Give Crews enough Optichrome Kits for each person to have 
one. Distribute enough Wax Craft Sticks for each person to have 
five. Also distribute fine-tip markers and cookie sheets, if needed. 

Then lead kids in these simple steps.

1. Have kids place the yellow and black disk, colors facing up,
firmly on the smooth side of the Optichrome. (They may need
to use a mini Glue Dot or small piece of tape to fix it in place.)

Have kids spin their Optichromes and watch what happens!
Kids should see new colors appear. Have kids compare with
Crew members what new colors they see.

2. After they play for a while, have kids remove the disks and
turn them over to the blank side. Have kids use markers to
create their own unique designs. Then have them attach the
disks with their new designs facing up and spin again. Have
kids compare what they see.

The Optichromes need a 
smooth, flat surface to spin 
effectively. If your room 
is carpeted and you can’t 
move elsewhere, give each 
Crew a couple of metal 
cookie sheets to spin the 
Optichromes on.

PAWS HERE!

The new colors can be 
subtle at first. But with 
practice, they’ll be easy 
to spot!

FIELD TEST FINDING FIELD TEST FINDING 
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3. Finally, have kids set the disks aside. Have them
press colorful Wax Craft Sticks into the grooves
on the underside of the Optichrome to create
a new optical experience. Have kids spin the
Optichromes some more and compare designs
with each other.
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Day 5
         Bible Story:  The Israelites build a memorial to remember God’s goodness.

(Joshua 3–4)

Key Verse: “Remember the Lord, who is great and glorious.” (Nehemiah 4:14)

Consider This… 
•  God tasked Joshua with finishing the job

Moses had started—leading the Israelites
into the land God had promised. While
many battles still lay ahead, the Israelites
could celebrate after such a long time
wandering without a homeland.

•  Immediately following the spies’ return
from Jericho, Joshua and his leaders
prepared for a procession that would be
holy and sacred while also awe-inspiring
and unforgettable.

•  The Ark of the Covenant contained
reminders of God’s provision, promise,
and power: the stone tablets inscribed
with God’s law, a jar of manna, and Aaron’s staff. The Ark acted as something like a portable
sanctuary and was a representation of God’s presence.

•  The Bible shows that Jacob (Genesis 28:18-22; 31:45-46), Joshua (Joshua 24:26-27), and
Samuel (1 Samuel 7:12) all used stones as symbols that memorialized God’s hand in their lives.

Why It Matters…
Like the Israelites, the kids at your VBS probably have reasons to celebrate. After all, God 
has poured out blessings such as health, friendships, food, safety, and loving families. Yet 
all too often we forget that these good things come from God, who gives them out of his 
goodness and love. Today will be an excellent opportunity to show kids what praise looks 
like, what it means to remember God’s blessings, and how to pour out our thanks to our 
good, good God.

When life is good…God is good!
Bible Point:
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Supplies 
• Disappearing

Dippers* (1 per 
person, plus 1
for you)

• Day 5
Talk-Starter
Poster from
Imagination
Station Poster Pack*

• Safari Strips* (1 per person)
• elastic strings* (from Safari 

Strip Kits) (1 per person)
• scissors (1 set/Crew)
• confetti
• shallow basket or bowl
• broom
• step stool
• tall, clear drinking glasses 

(at least 16-ounce) (1 per 
Crew per rotation, plus
1 for you)

• bottles or pitchers of water
• black permanent markers (1 

per person per rotation, plus 
1 for you)

• coin
• small paper plate
• foam dinner plates (1 per 

Crew per rotation, plus a 
few extras)

Day 5Day 5
Get Ready 

• Assemble a Safari Strip Wristband of your own. String five 
Safari Strip beads onto a length of elastic string, and tie it off 
to fit. Wear your wristband as a sample to show kids.

• Also write or draw on both sides of your own Disappearing 
Dipper. Directions are in the Disappearing Dippers section of 
this manual.
Place confetti in a shallow basket or bowl. Have a step stool 
and broom handy.

Got Imagination?
Greet kids enthusiastically as they enter your Imagination 
Station. Then have Crews sit in knee-to-knee circles on the floor.

Say: Welcome to Imagination Station! I can’t believe it’s our last day 
together! I’ve had so much fun making discoveries with you 
this week! And I can’t believe I only get to ask you this question 
one more time.

Ask:

Did you bring your imagination today? 

Since it’s our last day at Roar VBS, I was worried some of you 
might have run out. So I had a chat with my friend Savanna 
the giraffe. Savanna was telling me that God made giraffes 
really special! They have super-long necks that help them 
reach leaves at the tiptop of trees. And that gave me an idea! I 
thought that if I had a really long neck, I might be able to grab 
some imagination from the sky. So I stretched all morning. 
Come on, stretch with me! Lead kids in stretching their necks up 
and down and from side to side.

Hmm…this isn’t working. I can’t get up high enough. Wait! I 
have a better idea! Have a helper stand on a step stool while 
holding a basket or bowl of confetti over his or her head. I can 
use this to scoop some imagination! Use the broom to scoop 
and sprinkle confetti over kids’ heads. If you have an extra helper, 
have him or her run around the room sprinkling confetti so every 
child gets a little. 

There! I think we have enough imagination to move on!
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Answer Talk-Starter Question
Say: Now it’s time for our last talk-starter question. Distribute 

Safari Strips to each Crew, and have each person hold one. 
Okay, here we go. I guess animals are a lot like people—some 
sleep a lot and others not so much. Point to the Day 5 Talk-
Starter Poster. 

Ask:

How long do giraffes sleep? Do they sleep up to 15 hours a 
day…or do they sleep less than two hours a day? 

If you think giraffes sleep up to 15 hours a day, wave your 
Safari Strip in the air. Pause as some kids wave their Safari 
Strips in the air. If you think giraffes sleep less than two hours a 
day, wave your Safari Strip in the air. Pause as other kids wave 
their Safari Strips in the air.

Thanks for voting! Giraffes actually sleep less than two hours 
a day. Imagine that! 

Make Paper Beads
Say: Now it’s time to make one last paper bead. Then you 

can assemble your Safari Strip Wristband. Look! Hold 
up your wrist and show kids your Safari Strip Wristband. 
I already made my wristband, and I don’t mind saying 
that it looks pretty great! Let’s get going on those 
paper beads.

Have Crew Leaders retrieve their Crews’ bead bags. Give 
each Crew two sheets of black poster board (preferably 
laminated) to place in the center of the Crew circle. 
Also give each Crew a supply of glue sticks and enough 
elastic strings for each person to have one.

Have kids each make another paper bead using their 
Safari Strips. 

Your beads are so cool! And now it’s finally time to put 
them to use! 

Make Safari Strip Wristbands
Say: The Safari Strip Wristbands are really simple to make. I’ll walk 

you through the steps. For every bead on your wristband, think 
of a way God has been good to you. As you work, remember 
that when life is good…God is good! Lead kids in the
following simple steps.
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1.  Have kids tie a knot in one end of the string and tape
that end of the string to the floor or a table.

2.  Have kids thread their paper beads onto the strings.
For each bead, kids will think of a way God has been
good to them.

3.  Have kids remove the tape and work with a partner
to tie the strings around their wrists and knot them
so they fit just right.

4.  Have kids cut off any extra string.

As kids finish their wristbands, collect the supplies.

Your Safari Strip Wristbands look great! I imagine that 
when you show them to your friends and family, they 
won’t believe the beads are made from paper—and 

that you made them! But here’s an important tip. 
If you haven’t been to Stampede Sports yet, put your 
wristband in your baggie and give it to your Crew Leader for 
safekeeping. That way, if you happen to get wet, your paper 
beads won’t be ruined. Crew Leaders, you can distribute the 
wristbands later. If you’ve already been to Stampede Sports, 
you’re good to go and can wear them now. 

Disappearing Coin
Say: It’s almost time for our last Sciency-Fun Gizmo of Roar VBS! 

But first, I want to show you something cool.

Place a coin on a table where kids can see it. Here’s a coin. You 
all can see it, right? Set a clear glass on the coin. You can still 
see the coin under the glass, right? Place a small paper plate 
on top of the glass. The coin is still there—you can still see 
it. Remove the plate, and fill the glass with water. Replace the 
plate on top of the glass. You will no longer be able to see the 
coin. Where’s the coin? It disappeared! What just happened?
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If kids need a better look, let them gather around the glass, but 
don’t remove the plate. Say: Refraction is bending the light 
rays as they pass through the water and glass, sending the 
rays up toward the top of the glass. That’s what makes the 
coin seem to disappear.
Remove the plate, and look into the glass from above. There’s 
the coin! It didn’t really disappear. When I look down from 
above, the light rays are refracted upward and they can now 
reach my eyes. Pretty cool!
Our last Sciency-Fun Gizmo uses the same science. I can’t wait 
to show you!

Disappearing Dippers
Say: All week long here at Roar VBS, we’ve been learning about 

God’s goodness. I hope we can keep that going by looking for 
God’s goodness long after VBS ends! And I have something to 
help us train our eyes to do just that! Hold up a Disappearing 
Dipper. This, my friends, is a Disappearing Dipper. It works 
along the same lines as the experiment we just did, but it has 
a special twist!

Give each Crew enough Disappearing Dippers and black 
permanent markers for each person to have one of each. 
Caution everyone not to try to remove the plastic covering. 
Explain that the plastic is part of the Disappearing Dipper, and if 
it’s removed, the Dipper won’t work.

Hold up a Disappearing Dipper, and turn it back and forth for 
kids to see. You’ll see two pictures on your Disappearing Dipper. 
On one side is a heart, and on the other is a gift box. 
Use a black permanent marker to write the name or draw 
a picture of someone you love inside the heart. Write or 
draw something good God has given you—something you’re 
grateful for—inside the gift box.
Give kids time to draw. As they work, give each 
Crew Leader a clear drinking glass filled with 
water and a foam plate to set it on. When kids 
have finished writing and drawing, have each 
Crew Leader set the plate and glass of water 
in the middle of the Crew circle.

It’s important not to 
remove the plastic that 
covers the Disappearing 
Dipper. The plastic is meant 
to stay securely around the 
card. Removing the plastic 
will ruin the card—and the 
fun, too!

PAWS HERE!
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Each of you will have a turn to dip your Disappearing Dipper 
into the glass of water. At first, you might not see what you 
wrote or drew. But look down into the glass from the top, and 
see if you make any discoveries.
Have kids in each Crew take turns dipping their Disappearing 
Dippers into the water. When they look from above the glass, 
they should be able to see what they wrote or drew. 

Closing
Say: Today we’re learning that when life is good…God is good! 

When life is hard, we can count on the fact that God is good 
and he’ll always loves us. But when life is good, we may kind 
of forget about God. We might forget that it’s because of God 
that things are good. The Bible tells us that all good things 
come from God. 

So when life is good, use your Disappearing Dipper to remind 
you to thank God. And when things aren’t so good, use your 
Disappearing Dipper to remind you that God is still with you—
you just need to look for him! 

It took a few tries for kids 
to get just the right angle 
above the glass. But when 
they did, excited oohs and 
ahhs filled the room!

FIELD TEST FINDING FIELD TEST FINDING 
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